Day 139 Part 1 is a comprehensive summary of Webb’s
most recent investigative focus, the Awan Brothers.
steemit.com /pedogate/@v4vapid/awan-brotherhood-hackers-in-the-house-a-webb-companion-day-139summary

Day 139 Summary
In this post, I will attempt to summarize the key developments in George Webb's latest videos. Over the last 2
weeks Webb has increasingly focused on the connections between the Awan brothers and the hacking of US
congressional members.

The Awan Brothers
3 Awan brothers are named by Webb : Imran, Jamal and Abid. (A 4th brother and wife of one of the Awan's
are also believed to be involved).
Originally installed in congressional positions by Greg Meeks who is widely regarded as the most corrupt
member of congress.
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Jackie Speier and Debbie Wasserman Schultz also requested top secret clearance for the Awan brothers.
The Awans are Pakistani Nationals not US citizens.
http://dailycaller.com/2017/03/09/suspect-in-house-it-security-probe-also-had-access-to-dnc-emails/
http://dailycaller.com/2017/02/20/exclusive-house-dem-it-guys-in-security-probe-secretly-took-100k-in-iraqi-money/

Awans worked for 31 different congressional democrats and notably 21 burglaries of these congressional
offices hare alleged to have occurred.
Awans worked under congressional members who work for top secret level congressional committees (DHS,
Foreign affairs, Select intelligence committee).
The 4 Awan brothers are rarely seen at congressional staff meetings.
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Awans are paid 2X the median salary of congressional staffers in similar positions.
Awans operated an external server, which is against all protocols concerning secured government
information
Awans had special access to the White House for Visas
It is believed that the Awan server houses Hillary’s Enemies list in association with tracking information
At least 1 of the Awan brothers operated a Fake Car dealership which shows signs of money laundering
Since the 21 congressional burglaries, the Awan’s have fled to Pakistan
Awans held their step mother prisoner in a Springfield, Virginia home, also hacked and monitored her phone
It is believed that the Awans are part of a network feeding a global information grid in association with
overseas rat-lines
Rat-lines are routes for weapons smuggling, drug smuggling, human trafficking, organ harvesting, and
sensitive information
Awans have links to drug lines from Pakistan to Turkey, connected to Hezbolla figure, Al-Attar, and exiled
Turkish national Gulen.
Gulen operates Madrassas all over the World and is believed to have been involved in the recent
assassination attempt on Erdogan, the president of Turkey.
Webb states that DynCorp is also involved in police training in Pakistan

Webb's Red Flags
Awans are paid 2X the median salary of congressional staffers in similar positions.
Jackie Speier and Debbie Wasserman Schultz also requested top secret clearance for the Awan brothers.
The Awans are Pakistani Nationals not US citizens.
Awans worked under congressional members who work for top secret level congressional committees (DHS,
Foreign affairs, Select intelligence committee).
External Server

Vault 7 connection
Webb makes connections to the Trump server hack that alleges Trump was communicating with Russian banks Alfa
1 and Alfa 2 during the presidential campaign. The recent exposure of CIA hacking tool Umbrage, by Wikileaks Vault
7 release, reveals that the CIA has the ability to disguise a hack by leaving Russian footprints.

3 External Servers
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The Clinton Server at State Department and the 650,000 emails
Huma Abedin Server (Web believes is the treasure trove)
Awan’s External Server housing sensitive US information from DHS, Foreign Affairs and Select Intelligence
Committee

District Attorney of Southern New York Preet Bharara Fired

Webb believes that Bharara was ignoring the Clinton Foundation and slow footing any investigation
New District Attorney in southern district of NY
Opportunity to get someone in that will investigate Clinton’s 650,000 emails
Source: ABC News
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The FBI Wall
FBI director James Comey and deputy director Andrew McCabe should recuse themselves from the
investigation.
Comey has a conflict of interest having connections to the Clinton Foundation
Comey Connections to CF
McCabes received a 650,000 dollar bribe through his wife, Jill McCabe's, campaign for Virginia Senate

FBI divided into 2
1 side of FBI is JTTF (counter terrorism) run by McCabe who's also slow footing investigation
2nd side of FBI are the field offices
Anyone from JTTF side will stonewall investigation

Webb Recommends
650, 000 from Huma and Hillary servers be investigated with Awan server
What kind of connections to classified info was being moved from the Awan server to the Huma server.
Then moving to Hillary server as staging server to sell to other countries
Huma server is the treasure trove
Release the Meta data
Trump and Sessions should go after the Gulen faction to expose power players
Webb also Recommends to new Attorney General Jeff Sessions
Investigate Palantir

For a more complete understanding see Day 125 through Day 139 George Webb investigation
via YouTube.
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